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Jake’s bio
The small town of Didsbury, Alberta is home
to Jake Peters. As an accomplished, awardwinning guitar and banjo-picker, anything
with strings is fair game to Jake. His latest
additons to his stringed instrument arsenal
includes the oud, sas, dombra and barabat
- all hailing from the Middle East. He is an
amazing teacher, an inspiring mentor, a
singer song-writer, an incredible musician
and a gifted Luthier. He can make music
with almost anything placed in his hands.
Jake’s finesse not only lies with his creative
music ability but also displays in his talents
as a fine, meticulous Luthier.
His ability as a musician is a delight to
watch, hear and feel, especially the
spontaneous interaction that evolves when
he works with other musicians. Jake is
known as a “musician’s musician”. This is
due to his extensive knowledge of music
theory and history as well as his ability
to build the instruments he plays. A wellknown name among professional musicians
on both sides of the border, he has worked
with such artists as Cindy Church, Dick
Damron, Eli Barsi, Ben Crane, Pam Tillis,
Lisa Brokop, Randy Travis, Randy Bachman
and Dennis Agajanian.

jakepeters.ca

Jake Peters
... he moves seamlessly between the
genres of bluegrass, gospel, Celtic,
and a little good ol’ rock ‘n’ roll.
Jodi Styner - Mountain View Gazette

a musical performance full of variety
Jake’s performances are built from a talented
imagination and executed with expert artistry.
He rarely limits a show with the sound of one or
two instruments, in fact he has been know to
arrive with seven or more instruments. Any
instrument Jake picks up is played with passion,
inventiveness and talent.

show, Jake may also play the bouzouki, sas, oud,
hand drums, bamboo flute and ukulele.

As an accomplished guitarist and banjo-player
Jake often features these instruments in his shows.
To add variety and an unexpected twist in his

Jake likes surprises. Sometimes he will surprise
the audience by bringing a student along to
encourage their growth. He has been know to

A talent in any musical genre his show includes
multiple styles of music including: gospel, blue
grass, blues, country, Spanish, Hawaiian, jazz,
classical and world rhythms.

surprise his wife Linda by inviting her up to sing
a duet. It is definitely a show that appeals to a
wide variety of ages and musical tastes.
Jake plays at many venues including soft seat
theatres, churches, corporate events, weddings,
festivals, and fundraisers. He works often as a
solo but still occasionally performs as a duet or
trio. Jake is a well trained and well rounded
musician with many years of experience.
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